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Way back in the “good old days,” before the Internet and
email (that is, seven or eight years ago), storage
administrators and systems programmers led life at an

unhurried pace — at least by today’s standards. The explosive
growth of e-business and the need to compete globally, however,
have changed all of that. Installations
looking for a competitive advantage must
ensure that all of their systems and software
are as up-to-date as possible in order to deal
with the challenges of the new economy.

For IBM, this has meant maintaining an
aggressive release schedule for operating
systems, rolling out a new version of
OS/390 and DFSMS, for example, every six
months. For administrators, this means that
a decision must be made about how often to
upgrade, since enterprise-wide changes of
major importance, such as the distribution
of a new version of DFSMS, must be sched-
uled well in advance and must be completed
within increasingly tight maintenance
windows. Often, the basis for this decision
is the list of features in the new release.

On May 16, 2000, IBM announced the
“last” release of OS/390, Release 2 Version
10. Although the name may change from “OS/390” to “z/OS,” the
rapid rollout of new versions of the operating system is likely to
continue. It remains important to understand what problems have
been solved with these new releases as well as what new features
have been included in order to decide when and how often systems
must be upgraded.

This article examines some of the new features of DFSMS
Release 10 (renamed from DFSMS/MVS). These changes, which
IBM refers to as “line items,” have a particular impact on storage
administration. Unlike prior releases of DFSMS/MVS, DFSMS

Release 10 is shipped only with OS/390 Version 2 Release 10. As
a result, the DFSMS version and OS/390 (or z/OS) version will
now be “in sync,” and different installations will no longer run
different releases of DFSMS and the operating system itself.

VSAM SHOWS ITS STRIPES

One important new feature is the ability
to create and use “striped” VSAM datasets.
Similar to the sequential striping already
available for non-VSAM datasets, striped
VSAM datasets are allocated on multiple
volumes, and all volumes are written in
parallel, providing a significant perfor-
mance boost to I/O-bound batch processes.

Striped VSAM datasets may be any type
of VSAM dataset, i.e., KSDS, ESDS,
RRDS, or LDS, but may not have alternate
indexes or keyranges (for KSDS, only the
data component is actually striped).
Stripped VSAM databases are allocated in
the same way as sequentially striped
datasets, in that they must be SMS-managed
and extended-format, and the number of
stripes is based upon the Sustained Data

Rate value in the storage class. (SDR is divided by four to obtain
the number of stripes.)

One of the most important attributes of striped VSAM datasets is
that, unlike sequentially striped datasets, they can be “layered.”
That is, a stripe can be multi-volume. When a secondary extent is
obtained on a striped dataset, the space is obtained on all volumes
at once. For sequentially striped datasets, the job fails if any of the
volumes do not have the required amount of space. However, for
striped VSAM datasets, the individual stripe can extend to a new
volume, assuming a candidate volume is available in the catalog or
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is provided by vendor software such as DTS
Software’s Space Recovery System (SRS)
or BMC’s Resolve (formerly SpaceView).
Although each stripe can extend to more
than one volume, it may use a maximum of
only 255 extents. When combined with the
maximum of 16 possible stripes, a striped
VSAM dataset could occupy as many as
4,080 extents!

Size and space estimates may need to be
considered when implementing VSAM
striping. Besides the increased number of
extents, CA and CI size calculations are
also impacted. Data is striped across the
volumes by control interval, and thus the
maximum CA size for a striped VSAM
dataset is no longer 15 tracks but 16.
Because data CA sizes may be larger for the
same DEFINE, a larger index CI size may
be needed to avoid wasting space in a
striped KSDS. Another consideration is that
striped VSAM may be difficult to use with
multiple systems unless all the sharing
systems are at DFSMS Release 10. This is
because the toleration PTFs for DFSMS
version 1.5 do not support multi-layer
datasets and those for version 1.4 do not
allow any access to striped VSAM.

WHAT’S IN A NAME?

A perennial problem for systems pro-
grammers in OS/390 has been the fact that
when datasets are in use on one system, an
identically named dataset on another system
cannot be modified or renamed even if it is
on an entirely different volume. This occurs
because the SYSDSN resource, which is
ENQueued when a dataset is allocated, and
is used to guarantee integrity by preventing
concurrent access to the dataset, contains
only the dataset name and not the volume
serial number. This has made cloning systems
and updating or renaming system datasets
difficult to impossible, as these sorts of
datasets (such as those in the linklist) remain
ENQueued as long as the system is running.

DFSMS Release 10 addresses this problem
by finally allowing datasets that appear to
be in-use to be renamed provided certain
conditions are met. A flag in the RENAME
parameter list (the X’10’ bit in the third byte
of the CAMLST passed to SVC 26) allows
the enqueue normally performed by
RENAME to be bypassed. This support has
been made automatic in ISPF, so that if an
attempt is made to rename an in-use dataset,
the user first receives the usual IEC614I

RENAME FAILED message followed by a
panel asking if the user wants to go ahead
and rename the dataset anyway. This panel
appears only if the user has at least READ
authority to a new FACILITY class,
STGADM.DPDSRN.olddsn (where “olddsn”
is the original dataset name) and ALTER
authority to the new name. If the user
reply allows the rename to take place, no
further checking is performed, and the
dataset is renamed even though the name
is currently enqueued.

This feature is only available for non-SMS
datasets — the enqueue cannot be bypassed
for SMS-managed files. In most installations,
this is not a problem since system datasets
that might have to be renamed while in use
are usually not SMS-managed anyway.

DFSMSHSM IMPROVEMENTS

A number of long-standing issues in
DFSMShsm have been addressed and some
important new features have been added in
DFSMS Release 10. One difficulty that has
plagued DFSMShsm users for a long time
has been the single-threaded nature of
command backup. Regardless of whether it
was an HBACKDS command, in-line backup
via PGM=ARCINBAK, or a program-
invoked backup via the ARCHBACK
macro, any dataset-oriented backup under
DFSMShsm waited its turn in line while
other command backups ahead of it com-
pleted, because DFSMShsm funneled all
command backups through a single task.
Because command backups always placed
the backup copy on ML1 DASD, it was not
a viable option for many sites. ML1 DASD
could easily run out of space, or might not

be used at all if primary data resided on an
RVA and thus was already compressed.

Under DFSMS Release 10, the SETSYS
DSBACKUP command is used to specify the
maximum number of concurrent dataset back-
ups (up to 64) that may take place. The
default is two. Separate maximums may
be specified for backups to disk and tape,
and a new TARGET keyword on the
HBACKDS command allows the user to
specify the type of particular device used to
back up a dataset. If no target type is speci-
fied, DFSMShsm chooses either a disk or
tape device based upon the size of the
dataset, which may be classified as either
large, medium, or small, depending upon
the values specified in the SETSYS DASDS-
ELECTIONSIZE parameter. Other SET-
SYS and DEFINE values allow the tuning
of such factors as how long backup tasks
may remain idle, when backup tapes may
be may be marked as full or demounted,
and so on.

DFSMS Release 10 also now makes
practical the use of concurrent-copy for
command backups through a CC parameter
on the HBACKDS command. This allows
both non-SMS datasets and SMS-managed
datasets whose management class do not
have the concurrent-copy attribute to be
backed up via point-in-time hardware fea-
tures. Perhaps more importantly, control is
returned to the dataset immediately upon
logical, rather than physical, completion of
the concurrent-copy backup, allowing the
application to be restarted much sooner.

Another significant performance-oriented
feature included in the DFSMShsm changes
for Release 10 is “Fast Subsequent
Migration” for datasets that have been
recalled and must be re-migrated. Under
prior releases, once a dataset was recalled,
the MCD record in the DFSMShsm control
dataset was invalidated. After the recalled
dataset had remained on primary DASD
long enough, the entire migration process
would be gone through again, requiring data
to be moved back to a new tape, even
though the only reason for recalling the
dataset might have been to read it, without
performing any updates. This wasted both
CPU cycles and tape space.

To eliminate this problem, a bit is set in
the catalog entry of a recalled dataset if the
RECONNECT parameter of SETSYS
TAPEMIGRATION is specified. This bit
indicates the dataset is a potential candidate
for Fast Subsequent Migration. When the
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time to migrate the dataset rolls around
again, if the FSM bit is on and the dataset
has not been changed (that is, the update bit
in the dataset’s format-1 DSCB is off), the
dataset is “reconnected” to the MCD record
and the existing migration tape. Rather than
move the data during this re-migration, the
disk copy can merely be deleted. If the
dataset must be recalled again, it can be
recalled from the same tape it was previously
recalled from. This process can be repeated
as often as necessary.

A particularly dramatic enhancement to
DFSMShsm in Release 10 is the ability to
run multiple DFSMShsm address spaces
within the same OS/390 system. Altogether,
as many as 39 separate DFSMShsm hosts
may run across all systems in the
“HSMplex.” The SETSYS HOSTMODE
parameter is used to designate each host
within a system as either MAIN or AUX.
While the main host can only perform cer-
tain functions such as TSO commands and
automatic recall, other functions, such as
volume migration and primary space man-
agement, can be performed by any host.
(Note that a “main” host is not the same as
a “primary” host. Primary hosts, which can
perform important actions such as CDS
backup and ML1-to-ML2 migration, can be
either MAIN or AUX hosts).

The use of multiple DFSMShsm address
spaces within a system removes many of the
potential bottlenecks and much of the
enqueue contention (particularly on the
SYSZTIOT resource) that limited
DFSMShsm performance. With multiple

address spaces available, different functions
are less likely to interfere with one another,
and the load of resource consuming functions
such as migration can be spread across
several AUX hosts. Response-critical func-
tions, such as automatic recall, can be
assigned to MAIN hosts, which are given a
higher priority for service than those per-
forming less-critical functions.

BIG TAPES AND BIG BLOCKS

The increasing capabilities of tape hard-
ware and the need to access open system data
continue to drive many of the changes in
enterprise systems. DFSMS Release 10 lifts
the age-old 32KB maximum on tape dataset
blocksizes imposed by traditional access
methods such as BSAM and QSAM, allow-
ing (theoretically) blocks up to 2GBs in size.
While most backup and recovery software
already uses EXCP to write blocks as large as
the tape drives will support, the “large block
interface,” which is supported automatically
for COBOL programs, could improve
application performance and tape usage
substantially.

DFSMS Release 10 includes several
other important changes, from automatic
tuning of the cache structures in the
Coupling Facility to new ACS exits and
Virtual Tape Server support for
DFSMSrmm as well as enhancements to
catalog sharing. Details of all of these
changes and more can be found in the IBM
Redbook, The DFSMS Release 10 Technical
Update, SG24-6120.

There is still a lot more to come, of
course. The new z/OS operating system  to
support the z/900-class hardware is scheduled
for general availability on March 30, 2001.
The most obvious change is the use of 64-bit
real addressing. In order to take advantage
of this feature, access methods such as
BSAM and QSAM have had to change to
support new channel commands and buffers
above the 2GB line. While existing applica-
tions that operate correctly in 31-bit mode
should continue to run without problems,
vendors will need to make changes to their
products to take advantage of the up to 16
exabytes of virtual storage that will be
addressable. System programmers will need
to understand items such as the use of the
ARCHLVL= keyword in the LOADxx mem-
ber of SYS1.PARMLIB, which determines the
architecture (31- or 64-bit) the system runs
in, and the DISPLAY IPLINFO command,
which displays this information. In the
world of enterprise systems support, it
seems that it isn’t necessary to predict the
future — it’s already here.
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